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School Overview 

Our School 

Ross Park Primary School is the oldest operating government school in Alice Springs, established in 1961. With 
Rona Glynn Preschool situated across the street, the school had an enrolment of around 440 students in 2022 
from preschool to Year 6. The grounds have extensive native gardens, and the school is fortunate to have access 
to the Town Council oval, giving the students excellent playing space. As a well-established school with a 
recognised profile within the Alice Springs Community for providing positive academic and wellbeing outcomes 
for students, Ross Park is the school of choice for many families. We have excellent resources and high-quality 
staff that have been maintained and improved over time. The school has an Enrolment Management Plan in 
place to support capacity management. Ross Park has an ICSEA of 1052. 

Our Vision underpins all that we do – “Ross Park Primary School will be an inclusive, happy and caring 
community that encourages a love of learning. We will work together to foster responsible, confident children 
who have a strong social and environmental conscience.” Learning both academic and social skills helps to build 
self- awareness, social and communication skills, and connects to our core values that guide and inspire our work. 
Respect - Responsibility - Resilience - Creativity - Equity. 

Ross Park has experienced significant leadership change over the past twelve (12) months with 4 principals in 
place from October 2021 to October 2022. This left the staff and school community unsettled and anxious 
about the stability and direction of the school. The appointment of Penny Weily to the Principal role for 4 years 
from 2023, has been settling.  

Ross Park has a student cohort that is approximately 17% Indigenous, and 31% of students who have a language 
background other than English. The school community is made up of families from rich cultural backgrounds, 
emanating from over 20 countries.  

In 2022, the Annual School Improvement Plan (ASIP) built on the work of previous years and focused on a goal 
of, “Teachers will collaborate to design differentiated teaching and learning and assessment to increase 
achievement for all students from P to Year 6 in numeracy.” (Teachers in Years 1 and 2 maintained their focus on 
the implementation of RWI, as their contribution of to this goal.) As COVID and changes in leadership had an 
impact on the progress of the ASIP goals, a concentrated effort to grow the collaborative culture and practice of 
the school was the focus for Semester 2, 2022.  
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Our Staff 

Staff at Ross Park are dedicated and passionate about the progress and development of all Ross Park students. In 
2022, Ross Park employed approximately 60 staff, including school leadership, teaching staff, classroom support 
staff, administrative staff and maintenance staff. While there were staff changes throughout the year for various 
reasons, numbers remained fairly stable. All teaching staff met the professional standards for teachers in the 
Northern Territory, including having obtained appropriate qualifications for teaching and abiding by the Code of 
Ethics for Northern Territory teachers. 

Posiiton/ Role 
Number of 
Employees 

Aboriginal Additional Notes 

AO296: Student Support and Admin 5 2  

AO396: School Administration 
Officer 

1 1 Permanent from Sem2 

AO396: Special Education Support 
Staff 

1 1  

AO492: Special Education Support 
Officer 

2 1  

AO496: Aboriginal Education Officer 1 1  

AO496: Executive Assistant  - Started permanently in the role in July.  

AO5: Business Manager 1 -  

CT: Classroom teachers including 
specialist roles 

25 1 CT7-9 – 20 

CT4-6 – 3  

CT1-3 - 2 

Permanent – 76% 

Fixed Term – 24% 

PH2R: Maintenance Officer 1 -  

ST1: Senior Teachers 2 

- One part time from March – Ongoing 

One on Fixed Term Contract  

ST3: Assistant Principal 2 

- One ongoing  

One Fixed Term 

Principal 1 - Two Principals Sem1 / Sem2 

Casual Support Staff – Classroom 
Support 

16 1 Support form Preschool to Year 6 

Total 
58 8 

(14%) 

 

 

All staff at Rona Glynn Preschool held Early Childhood qualifications, as did 2 teachers in the primary school, one 
senior teacher and the principal.  

Salima Spring was acting principal at the end of 2021, Simon Rowlands began 2022 in the position, and Penny 
Weily took on the Principal role from Semester 2, 2022, for the next 4 years. There was a real sense of instability 
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and confusion with the changes in leadership over such a short period, however with the long term appointment 
of Penny Weily, and the focus on creating an open and welcoming community for all, a sense of calm direction 
was established. COVID-19 still played a significant role in staff absences and, whilst guidelines changed over the 
course of the year, erring on the side of caution when symptoms appeared, meant that staff took time away from 
the work place.  
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The Ross Park School Council employed multiple (10-15 across the year) casual Special Education Support 
Assistants who provided classroom support for identified students with a disability and/ or additional special 
needs over the course of the year. These employees participated in regular training sessions led by school leaders, 
teacher leaders and N.T DoE education and health advisors. These roles are vital in a school, and students build 
strong relationships with support staff, in order to engage in learning and experience success. School funding 
does not lend itself to the continued employment of casual support staff, as the model provides very little 
funding, in a space where vulnerable students require support. This support also contributes to teacher 
sustainability, as their burden is somewhat reduced as casual staff are upskilled in key areas. In 2023, there will 
be a significant reduction in support staff due to funding restrictions.  
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Our Students 

Ross Park has a student cohort that is approximately 17% Indigenous, and 31% of students who have a language 
background other than English. The school community is made up of families from rich cultural backgrounds, 
emanating from over 20 countries. 

The school maintained 17 classes in the primary school and 2 preschool classes in 2022. Due to the impact of 
COVID, some classes were reduced to smaller numbers than would normally be the case. Preschool enrolments 
and inquiries remained extremely high, with the preschool operating at capacity most of the year and a waiting 
list maintained throughout the year.  

Enrolments were managed based on the school Priority Enrolment Plan. Attendance was impacted by COVID-19 
in 2022, however still sat at approximately 85%.  

Opportunities for student leaders were abundant, including Team Leaders, Eco Rangers, SRC and Library 
Monitors.  

 

 

 

Please see demographic information from MySchool Website below.  
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Students with Additional Needs  

The inclusion team in 2022 comprised of one special education teacher (Semester 1 only), 6 Administration 
Officers (AO) working in classrooms and delivering Tier 2 and 3 support and 12 Special Education Support 
Assistants (SESA) working daily in classrooms to offer Tier 1 support, all overseen by an assistant principal.  

The year began with its challenges as we organised 50 Education Adjustment Plan (EAP) meetings in Semester 1 
via TEAMs due to COVID. The online option proved to be a welcome alternative for working parents and one we 
continue to offer. EAP meetings are conducted every six months and in Semester 2, 57 meetings were prepared, 
facilitated and finalised. 

Throughout the year, our AO staff supported classroom teachers to collect and collate information that showed 
the extent of adjustments made in classrooms to best support all of our children. In total, 190 children received 
high quality differentiated lesson content and classroom experiences that were beyond the teaching and learning 
offered as standard classroom practice. Of these, 91 children received substantial or extensive adjustments to 
their learning to best support their individual needs. This data is reported annually through the National 
Consistent Collection of Data (NCCD). 

There are approximately thirty languages spoken by Ross Park families with 31% families identifying that they 
speak a language other than English at home. In 2022, 81 students were identified and assisted by quality 
differentiated teaching practice to support their language for learning needs, with the data collated biannually 
during each reporting cycle.  

We received ongoing support from the Student Wellbeing and Inclusion Provision and Service (SWIPS) team 
including professional learning for educators and working directly with teachers to enrich their understanding of 
how best to support children with additional needs in the classroom. Professional learning for teachers, AO and 
SESAs included externally provided courses including Helping Children with Autism facilitated by Positive 
Partnerships and NT EALD Monitoring and Reporting workshop facilitated by Jennifer Lopes. In house 
professional learning included behaviour management strategies, supporting neurodiverse students in the 
classroom, and ADHD, particularly its presentation in girls. Kate Worrall attended 4 Centralian Inclusion 
Network Meetings to participate in professional learning and share resources with our region. Tier 3 interventions 
included 10 students who received occupational therapy services, 3 who received speech therapy, 15 who 
accessed Sandplay and 5 who received individual counselling within the school day. We ran 4 DRUMBEAT 
groups, a Tier 2 intervention for children with social and emotional needs.  

Our SET and AO staff ran a number of Tier 2 intervention programs to support all children’s needs. TalkAbout, a 
social and emotional learning program, catered to the needs of 65 children in Years 1-4. Thirty children accessed 
MiniLit, a literacy intervention program; this number lessened as Read Write Inc (RWI) became the established 
way to teach core literacy skills across our junior years and by the end of 2022, 4 students in Year 1 and 10 
students in Year 3-4 were supported by MiniLit. Ten children in Transition-Year 6 received gross motor skill 
development as a small group intervention and 18 students in Year 5-6 participated in Life Skills, a program 
incorporating literacy and numeracy skill building when applied to meal planning and cooking. We also facilitated 
a Riding for the Disabled program each week which 2 children accessed off-site. Our SET and AO staff are 
involved in RWI teaching to maximise the impact of Tier 1 support in the classroom.  

High quality teaching and learning that considers the individual learning needs of all students is the Ross Park 
way. 
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Our Community 

Ross Park continued its long standing tradition of having a positive and productive relationship with its school 
community. We continued to have regular parent support through the classroom volunteer program, Book Club 
management,  Sports Day and Swimming Carnival, Year 6 Graduation, and many more. 

Families come from diverse educational and professional backgrounds to come together to form a supportive and 
cohesive school community. Families were able to engage in the school through a range of activities (COVID 
Allowed) such as, Harmony Day, NAIDOC Week Celebrations, 3-Way Conferences with students and teachers, 
Sustainability Showcase, Sports Day, classroom support, School Council, as well as many other educational and 
social school events. The re-introduction of parent morning teas after assembly, the opportunity to contribute to 
the 2023 ASIP through parent consultation meetings, and our re-invigorated communication platforms 
(Facebook, Test messaging, newsletters and website) all meant that families felt welcomed and engaged with the 
school as 2022 drew to a close.  

Students in Year 3/4 held an overnight camp at the Telegraph Station and a Big Day Out at the Desert Park. 
Students in Years 5/6 participated in a camp at Hamilton Downs. Parent support was positive at each of these 
events. 

We celebrated the successes of students and staff through assembly presentations, newsletters, Facebook and 
the exciting Year 6 Graduation evening. Students and families also came together through our Mother’s Day and 
Father’s Day stalls and activities, various class fundraising events, dress-up days, crazy hair day, and many more 
community events.  We held a variety of fundraising events throughout 2022, with funds being donated to 
various charities and minor school projects. (Some still in progress). Our major fundraising event for 2022 was 
our Colour Smash at the end of Term 3. What a way to bring the community together, and finish the term on a 
high! Colour Smash raised over $30 000 which will go towards our IT projects.    

Our School Council continued to meet monthly throughout the year, enabling us to draw upon the support and 
expertise of a range of parents to facilitate/support many of these key events.  

Our school community remains in touch with the school initiatives and events through our active Facebook page, 
as well as through newsletters, email, face to face communication and our classroom platform - SeeSaw.  
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Photos of School Community Events 
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Principal's Report  

What an absolute privilege it was to come into Ross Park Primary School in July of 2022, and lead the school 
community forward for the next 4 years. In 2022 the Annual School Improvement Plan (ASIP) focused on the 
goal, “Teachers will collaborate to design differentiated teaching and learning and assessment to increase 
achievement for all students from P to Year 6 in numeracy (Read Write Inc for Years 1 and 2).” This included a 
focus on growing Quality Differentiated Teaching Practice (QDTP) through a Festival of Maths combined PD 
Day, the introduction of collaborative processes, and peer observation cycles. These collaborative processes were 
designed to support teachers to move from cooperation to collaboration on the Ross Park Collaboration 
Continuum. This growth in professional practice was also aimed at ensuring individual students needs were met 
and students could describe their learning, progress and next steps.  

Due to the impact of COVID and the changes in leadership, the ASIP was condensed into some focused work 
during Terms 3 and 4. Data was collected from staff around the collaborative processes introduced with 
extremely positive indicators of success. Equally, staff shared their collaborative journey with all educators at the 
end of Term 3, further developing our collective capacity. Student Data was collected in Term 4, 2022 to 
indicate progress against students’ ability to talk about their learning, however the sample size was too small to 
make a judgement on this point of measure. Whilst very positive progress in teacher practice and perception was 
seen in a short period of time, the foundations that have been laid will support further collaborative work moving 
forwards. The details of this improvement initiative are unpacked in the School Priority 2022 section of this 
report.  

Ross Park has operated in multiyear-level classrooms for several years. The feedback from teachers and parents, 
across 2022, was very clear that this approach was no longer valued and, as such, a return to single year level 
classes in 2023 (where possible) is planned. This will impact the Curriculum Plan that will consequently require 
revision. 

A range of partnerships exist with internal and external service providers, to support the physical, academic and 
wellbeing needs of students. These include movement programs, specialist performing arts and sporting 
programs, and a range of intervention programs and strategies designed to meet the individual needs of all 
students. Continued partnership with Bluearth, Charles Darwin University, N. T Music School, N.T School of 
Sport and the Alice Springs Language Centre (ASLC) were maintained to facilitate and deliver excellent 
educational programs. The Girls on Country Program continued to support the cultural and wellbeing growth of 
our Indigenous girls in years 4-6.  

There was a strong emphasis on sport with daily fitness offered and many school teams involved in local 
competitions. Whilst some inter-region competitions and national school sport competitions were still cancelled, 
approximately 25 students were selected from Ross Park for Cricket, Netball, Soccer, AFL. Athletics and 
Swimming regional competitions. Ross Park was represented at interschool programs and cluster selection events 
in: Swimming, Athletics, Cricket, Orienteering, Cross Country, Touch Rugby, Tennis, Gymnastics, Soccer and 
Netball. Ross Park was awarded first place for Athletics and Gymnastics. Physical activity and sports are 
essential elements of the curriculum and in developing a healthy lifestyle. All teachers conducted daily fitness 
activities and a well organised Sports Day and Year 3-6 Swimming Carnival complemented by T-2 Learn to Swim 
Program and special sporting clinics accessed through the Sporting Schools Grants. KIDDO is an Early Years 
Physical Health and Movement program which was used by preschool and Transition teachers to ensure the 
development of foundational movement skills. 

In November, almost 40 students participated in the NT Music School’s Alice Beat, and again, Ross Park students 
hosted this regional event at the Araluen Arts Centre. Ms young coordinated our choirs and was a key player in 
the event. Other staff members supported and supervised at rehearsals and on the night of the performance. In 
2022, Ross Park was selected to be part of the Anthem of the Desert Pea project. This will include our choirs 
singing as part of a national project, showcasing the story of the Desert Pea and its importance to local culture 
and history, written by our won Aunty Bev. Filming will be done in early 2023.  
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At the end of Term 3 30 students from Year 3-5 participated in the Alice Can Dance program, designed and 
delivered by GUTS Dance Company. There were two 45 minutes sessions for 8 weeks before more than 200 
students across all Alice Springs’ government schools joined together on the stage of the Araluen Arts Centre 
giving two performances. An exceptionally entertaining event combining dance, digital technologies, student 
voice and creative choreography. 

The Teaching in the Territory Excellence Awards recognise the contribution of Northern Territory Government 
school teachers, principals, leaders and support staff to quality education. This year 8 staff members were 
nominated. Brooke McAllan was shortlisted in the NT Early Childhood Educator of the Year category and Lea 
Feuerriegel was shortlisted in the NT Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Educator of the Year category. Most 
importantly, the team from Ross Park celebrated our collective strength and dedication on World Teachers Day. 

High quality teaching and learning remained the focus for professional development. Teachers refocused on the 
Ross Park Instructional Model, as an evidence-informed tool to guide their programming and practice. Further 
support was offered to students through intervention programs such as Minilit,  Gross Motor and Talkabout. 
Tournament of the Minds, Science and Engineering Challenge and the Australian Maths Competition, provided 
students with multiple opportunities to further challenge and extend their problem-solving skills.  
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At the end of 2022, a team of students embarked on the journey to create our new school shirt. They sort 
designs from across the classes, sorted the most popular ones and then synthesized the ideas. They also 
consulted with local indigenous staff and families around the meaning of images, that they wanted to include in 
the shirt. Students also drove the fabric choice and created a hoodie for our winter uniform. A new era of 
uniforms has now begun.  

The school continued to pride itself on strong 
attendance levels, and ongoing connections with 
families and the wider community. Student 
wellbeing remained a core focus area and was 
integrated across a broad curriculum, building an 
inclusive and supportive learning culture. It has 
been my absolute pleasure to lead the school at a 
time of change, and to ‘steady the ship’ as we 
prepare for future improvements.  

 

The dedication, passion and expertise of staff, combined with the 
commitment of our school community, means that we have 
continued to optimise the learning experiences for all students. The 
following outlines some of the Events and Initiatives undertaken at 
Ross Park Primary School in 2022: 

 

Events and Initiatives 

Read Write Inc - In 2022, Read Write Inc (RWI), was introduced across Years 1 and 2, with data indicating 
strong progress for all students involved in the program. MiniLit was continued with a small group of students 
who still required intensive support in developing their early literacy skills.  

Ross Park Primary School committed to the implementation of a structured literacy approach to teaching reading 
and writing across T-2. After a program analysis and supported by the Department of Education NT, Read Write 
Inc. was implemented in Years One and Two in 2022. Read Write Inc has the following attributes: 

• Explicit – clear, direct teaching  
• Systematic – follows a plan, methodical and routine 
• Cumulative – each skill is built upon the previous skill. 
• Sequential instruction – begins with basic concepts and progresses to more difficult concepts and 

elements.  
Read Write Inc teaches students phonemic awareness, phonics and grapheme correspondences, vocabulary, 
reading and spelling through blending and segmenting handwriting and sentence writing with regular 
assessments and data tracking to ensure students are taught at their point of need.  

Due to COVID guidelines and regulations, we were unable to begin in Term 1, 2022 as planned and initiated a 
soft start where teachers taught students the sounds of the basic (Sounds ABC) and advanced alphabetic code 
(Set 2&3 Sounds).  
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RESOURCES 

Training: 

Five teachers and five SESA’s attended the 2-day Read, Write Inc training in early May, 2022 this provided the 
educators with a greater knowledge of teaching phonics and implementing the components of RWI. In October 
2022, five more teachers and three SESA’s attended RWI Training.  

 

March 2022. Initial assessment based on students’ current knowledge of phonics and their reading fluency (blue 
and grey levels). 

 

May 2022, Term 2 data after Educators had been trained in RWI and resources had arrived. 
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November 2022, Term 4 data, note the additional two columns on the right hand side showing students who 
have completed RWI Phonics. 

 

Read Write Inc is a 2-year phonics approach, after less than one year of implementation 54% or 22 Year 2 
students have completed RWI Phonics, with 41% of those students reading to learn with fluency of over 100 
words per minute. 16 or 39% of Year 2 students after less than a year of RWI still need to complete RWI, with 9 
or 21% of those students close to completion of the program.  

 

Of the 62 Year 1 students, 48% of students are beginning Year 2 in orange group and higher with 5 students, 8%, 
already completing RWI Phonics.   

 

February 2023, This data displays the current cohort of students entering Year 1 and 2. The 2022 Transition 
teachers taught phonics using a structured approach. 
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RESOURCES 

Purchases 

• 5 Teacher Kit Easy Buy Packs with additional packs photocopied at school to create 11 packs. 
• 850 Storybooks in levels Red to Grey. 
• 850 Take Home Books for follow up reading at home. 
• Read Write Inc. Comprehension for students who have completed RWI Phonics 
• Read Write Inc. Spelling for students who have completed RWI Phonics 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

• RWI instructional routines are embedded with some teachers.  
• All storybooks and take-home readers are catalogued and stored in the Reading Resource Room.  
• Regular assessment of students.  
• All children are making measurable progress.  
• Ongoing support through team teaching, coaching sessions and the teachers’ Professional Growth Plans. 

GOALS for 2023 

• New educators to become familiar with the program and receive ongoing training.  
• Purchase new Take Home books, enough to resource the school.  
• Absences of educators was high in 2022, meaning some RWI groups needed to be collapsed into others 

affecting the integrity of the program. A floater teacher would be beneficial here.  
• Educators with the most knowledge of RWI are placed with groups with the largest number of students, 

rather than students with the greatest need.  
 

Maths and Science Planning Documents and Collaboration with the Curriculum Leaders Network in Alice 
Springs 

Ross Park is on a 
continuous 
improvement 
journey as we work 
towards achieving 
an Outstanding 
rating against 
Domain 6 of the 
National School 
Improvement Tool, 
Systemic Curriculum 
Delivery. This 
journey includes 
developing our 
whole school scope 
and sequence 
documents to 
support our 
educators to begin 
implementing Version 
9 of the Australian Curriculum over the next three years. Underpinning our work is the support we have received 
from Teaching and Learning Services (T&LS) and involvement in the Central Region Curriculum Leaders’ Network. 
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Maths and Science Planners 

Ross Park was supported by T&LS consultants to hold a full Professional Learning Day in Week 6, Term 4, 2022 
designed to familiarise teachers with the content and navigation of Version 9 of the Australian Curriculum 
including a delve into the differences and similarities in each subject area. Staff then explored the language in the 
Achievement Standards of the new curriculum through the Plan to Teach, Plan to Assess Professional Learning 
session. These sessions were designed to support Ross Park educators to begin their V9 curriculum 
implementation journey.  

Members of the Ross Park leadership team then worked closely with T&LS to develop the Maths and Science 
Scope and Sequence documents for each year level (T-6) which sequence the learning over a school year. These 
documents have been designed specifically to suit Ross Park’s context and are aligned to the seasons in Central 
Australia as well as whole school key focus areas throughout the year. Teachers use the scope and sequence 
documents to plan learning and assessment and integrate subject areas using a DoE endorsed Learning Sequence 
template.  

 

 

Curriculum At A Glance 

The Ross Park Curriculum At a Glance documents are one page overviews of what teachers need to teach, when 
they need to teach it aligned to the assessments and resources available and required. These documents are 
colour coded according to our Scope and Sequence docs and hyperlinked to the corresponding subject folders in 
School Central.  
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Curriculum Leaders Network 

In 2022, ACARA released the Australian Curriculum v9. The proposed timeline moving NT schools from v8 to v9 
is: 

• 2022 Phase One Familiarisation: Schools become familiar with the revised Australian Curriculum version 
9.0. Teachers and school leaders engage with the revised curriculum and how the changes will impact 
teaching and learning in their school context.  

• 2023 and 2024 Phase Two Consolidation: Schools consolidate their understanding of version 9.0 of the 
Australian Curriculum and the impact to teaching, learning and assessing in their context, taking the time 
to plan their move to version 9.0 by updating existing curriculum documentation and or co-developing 
curriculum documentation and resources.  

• 2025 Phase Three Implementation: Schools teaching, learning and assessing with Australian Curriculum 
v9  
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System support for schools includes face to face workshops, a webinar series, as well as resources in eLearn. 
Regional support for schools is be led by the Curriculum Leaders Network focussing on the curriculum itself. It is 
acknowledged that the relationship between curriculum, assessment and pedagogy means that the work of the 
Network will be underpinned by the group’s expertise across all three areas of practice. 

Until Term 3 - 2022, schools in the Central Region worked individually to familiarise their staff with the new 
version of the Australian Curriculum. With the formation of the Curriculum Leaders Network (CLN) schools now 
have opportunity to work collectively and collaboratively around shared problems of practice associated with 
curriculum. 

The CLN was established to grow and support curriculum leadership and expertise in schools and support schools 
to implement v9 of the Australian Curriculum. The Network has agreed to use NT Inquiry Cycle and collaborative 
ways of working to share and develop their knowledge, processes and practices to drive quality curriculum 
implementation so that students have expanded opportunity to demonstrate achievement at the year level 
standards. 

To support familiarisation with v9 of the Australian Curriculum, so that teachers are ready to plan, teach, assess 
and report in 2024/25, the Network established processes for building consistency in curriculum practices 
through the use of the Quality Assurance Cycle. 

Ross Park curriculum leaders have played a key role in contributing to the vision and momentum of the network 
and have shared the Ross Park Maths and Science Scope and Sequence documents with the network so that 
other schools can build on the work already developed.  

ECO Rangers 

Students elected to the Eco Rangers took on the project of “Waste – The cycle of stuff.” 

 Aims 

• To reduce the amount of litter in and around the school grounds. 
• To reduce the amount of rubbish going into landfill through recycling and reusing materials. 

Actions (Keep them S.M.A.R.T!) 

• Raise awareness of rubbish around the school and what we can do about it 
• Set up recycling baskets for the recycling of drink containers through the container deposit scheme 
• Reusing of paper within the school where possible 
• Set up composting stations around the school to reduce the amount of food waste going into the bins 
• Once set up, all of these projects will be ongoing. 

Project 1  

Timeline of project 

• ‘Do the right thing’ signage put up around the school grounds for students to see as well as the general 
public, who come into the school grounds after hours and on the weekends. (Term 2, 2022) 

• Class competitions and awards to encourage students to care for their school grounds and classroom 
areas. Vary competitions each semester to continue momentum. (Semester 2, 2022)  

 

Responsibilities: who is responsible for different aspects of the project? 
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• The Eco Rangers were responsible for presenting 
the signage to each individual class and discuss 
what they are trying to achieve across the 
school.  

• Each class took responsibility for an area of the 
school grounds to tidy up and maintain. 

 

Monitoring: how you will keep the project on track? 

• Goals and progress was discussed in weekly Eco 
Ranger meetings for representative students to 
feed back to their classrooms.  

• Eco Rangers ran ‘Do the right thing’ 
competitions, present updates at assemblies and 
give recognition to those classrooms who are 
making progress. Fortnightly certificates handed 
out at assemblies with overall term 
encouragement awards. 

Evaluation: how will you collect data and measure 
progress? 

Students completed a spreadsheet to observe different 
areas of the school and monitor this progress over the 
terms.  

Project 2 

Timeline of project  

• Recycling of drink containers and paper to be set up at the beginning of Term 2 and is to be ongoing. 
 

Responsibilities: who is responsible for different aspects of the project? 

• The Eco Rangers were responsible for educating students about what can be put in the baskets and what 
cannot (rubbish, straws etc.) Each class created their own signage for their own baskets. 

• Eco Rangers or an allocated class collected, counted and sorted containers at the end of each term. 
Teachers transported containers to recycling facility.  

• Baskets were placed near every general waste bin and in the staff room. 
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Monitoring: how you will keep the project on track? 

• Weekly inspection of baskets to sort out 
items that should not be present 

• Weekly discussion of progress at meetings.  
• Progress reports shared at fortnightly 

assemblies, along with presenting 
information about what the Eco Rangers are 
using the container scheme refund money 
for. 

 
Evaluation: how will you collect data and measure 
progress? 

• Sorting, counting and recording of 
containers collected. 

• Spot check of general waste bins to check 
for drink containers that have not been put 
in the correct bins. 

• Bi-annual rubbish audits. 
 
Project 3 

Timeline of project  

• Composting stations set up at the start of 
Term 3. 

Responsibilities: who is responsible for different aspects of the project? 

• Eco Rangers placed small food waste buckets on each classroom as well as the staff room, to collect 
compostable food waste. Students presented new program at an assembly with a presentation about 
what can and cannot be put in compost bins. 

• All students used composting for food waste. A class representative to be responsible for emptying into 
compost tumblers. 

• Eco rangers learnt how to maintain compost tumblers and add carbon materials and manure as required. 
• Signage up around the school to encourage composting. 

Monitoring: how you will keep the project on track? 

• Supervising teachers, Eco Rangers and class monitors checked 
classroom bins, with tumblers inspected weekly to ensure 
correct ratios for creating healthy compost. 

Evaluation: how will you collect data and 
measure progress? 

• Eco Rangers checked that 
compost containers were being 
used. 

• Bi-annual rubbish audits to check 
for improvement. 

• Inspection of general waste bins. 
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Student Representative Council – SRC  

Purpose: 

The purpose of the Student Representative Council is to be role models for all students, lead the student voice 
within the school by representing the student body and to demonstrate the Ross Park School values. 

Role: 

• work with SRC teacher and members of the SRC to decide on the action plan for the year, such as school 
environment, communication, playground safety, or fundraising 

• collaborate with teachers and people within the school community for special celebrations such as 
Harmony Day and Crazy Hair Day 

• greet and welcome special visitors to the school, introduce themselves and show visitors to the office 

• represent the school at outside functions 

• represent the students in discussions with staff or parent groups, e.g. school council meets the SRC 

• contribute to school newsletter and present relevant information at school assemblies 

At the beginning of 2022 it was announced that there would be one person from each Year 3-6 class 
representing their peers on the Student Representative Council. Interested students needed to present a speech 
in front of their classes about why they should be chosen as their SRC member. Classes then voted to select the 
person who would best represent them. 

Throughout the year, the SRC held weekly meetings, presented at assemblies and organised many activities and 
fundraising events for Ross Park Students.  

In Term 1, the SRC raised money for the Cancer Council by holding Tutu Day on 22-2-22 as well as running the 
National Day of Action Against Bullying and Violence Harmony Day Free Dress and our Ride 2 School and 
Wheelie Day. 

In Term 2 the SRC held Crazy Hair Day, ran our special ANZAC Day assembly and attended the ANZAC Day 
Service at ANZAC Oval, organised a Wear Your PJs to School Day and sold hot chocolate at Sports Day. All 
money raised in Semester 1 was set aside to donate to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and the Leukemia 
Foundation. 

The SRC went on to introduce ideas boxes in all senior classrooms to hear student voice and use ideas in their 
planning. Some of the ideas were great and were taken to the Ross Park leadership team for further 
consideration.  

In Term 3 the SRC organised a Footy Colours Day/ Sports Colours Day, announced and served at the NAIDOC 
Week assembly, ran the Book Week fancy dress parade, organised voting on the new school uniform material and 
ran the Father’s Day Craft Stall. 

In Term 4, the SRC ran the Halloween Dress Up Day, 
Remembrance Day special service, advertised for Book Fair 
and ran the special Christmas Disco Party. 

All students really enjoyed being part of the SRC, developing 
their leadership skills, listening to what is important to 
students, raising money for charities and organising fun and 
important events for the school. 
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Colour Smash 

Last year Ross Park Primary participated 
in a school fundraiser hoping to raise 
money for much needed updates in 
classroom technologies. We set the 
target of raising $15 000 and our 
community certainly jumped on board. 
Students were asked to collect funds and 
the Ross Park Staff provided loads of fun 
incentives along the way. For every $10 
000 raised a teacher was slimed during 
assembly. Mr. Sheriff, Miss Hildebrandt 
and Mrs. Weily were some of our soaked participants. The highest fundraising classes, Transition and Year 
6 received an ice cream and movie day. As the funds continued to rise, we were blown away when the 
total money raised was just over $20 000 for the school (Gross total was larger, however this is reduced to 
allow for prizes for students and the resources for the day). Ross Park celebrated its success with a huge 
Colour Fun Run. Students wore white to school and completed an obstacle course while getting soaked 
with water and covered in powered colour. It was truly a highlight for our year.  
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TEAM LEADERS 

The Team Leaders leadership position is one that can only be held by students in Year 6. Students in this position 
take the lead of and are responsible for running events for one of the four Ross Park Teams: Robb, Burton, Taylor 
and Standley. Students self-nominate to take on this position and perform a short speech in front of students in 
their respective houses from years 3-6. Based on student voice, consultation with teachers and senior leadership 
staff, four to six students are chosen to lead their houses.  

Students in this position are responsible for running and organising of their houses at Athletics, Cross-Country 
and Swimming Carnival events. They also assist in the running of programs in the junior school such as fitness 
activities and the junior wet ‘n’ wild day. Based on suggestions and feedback from students across the school, 
they organise, set up and run lunchtime activities for students across the year levels on a weekly basis. Team 
Leaders are also responsible for hosting whole school assemblies fortnightly.  

Students that are successful in obtaining a Team Leader Position are expected to uphold the Values of Ross Park 
and act as role models to their peers. They actively take the initiative in the playground to maintain safe play 
behaviours. Team Leaders constantly demonstrate consistent effort and a positive attitude towards their learning 
and engagement within the school and wider Ross Park community.  
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Year 6 Graduation 

The year 6 graduation is the culminating event of the year 6 school year. It is used as a showcase to show parents 
the hard-work the students have completed throughout the school year, reminisce on some of the memories and 
award those students that have been stand-outs in a range of fields. 

The Ross Park Graduation is used to acknowledge and celebrate students that have put in fantastic efforts 
throughout their time in primary school and year 6. One student is chosen to be awarded for each major subject 
area with additional awards being given for things such as being an effective learner, an outstanding leader and 
always demonstrating the school values.  

The biggest award of the night is the Ross Park Honour Student. To be eligible for this award, all year 6 students 
create a resume demonstrating their achievements, reflections, and history at Ross Park. These resumes are used 
by the teachers to select a shortlist of students (Normally 5-10) of eligible students to receive the Ross Park 
Honour Student. Shortlisted students then undertake a panel meeting with the principal, assistant principals, and 
a representative from the parent board. From this meeting along with information gathered throughout the 
school year, the Honour Student is selected. 

Student voice is extremely important in the organising and running of the year 6 graduation. Students are directly 
involved in the decision making so that they take ownership over the night with the result being a reflection of 
their final year of primary school. Examples of this include: 

• Graduation song – A tradition of Ross Park is for students to create their year 6 graduation song that will 
be performed on the night. As a collective students gather a range of songs and vote on one they believe 
is the best representation of their cohort. They work with teachers to replace the lyrics with those that 
reflect their memories/experiences of primary school and their hopes, aspirations and dreams for the 
future. 

• Graduation Shirt – Each year the graduation shirt is directly designed by the students. Every student is 
given the brief that their design must include the animal chosen for their class name, the year they are 
graduating and include the Ross Park name and/or logo. Student designs are submitted, and the final 
design chosen through student vote. 

• Performances – Often on the night students vote on whether they would like to include some form of 
performance. Through parent feedback this is often a highly anticipated and enjoyed moment of the 
night. Each year students vote on what form the performance will take before taking responsibility over 
its theme/s, organisation and song choice. 

• Student speeches – It is the aim of the graduation to give every child a chance to be in the spotlight at 
one point of the night. This is often done through the student speeches, with every child having a chance 
to share their experiences, hopes and memories. Students fill out a form that the teachers use to create 
their speeches. Students have control over what is included in their speech and have final say over the 
finished product. Additionally, students nominate themselves to present a small group of speeches on the 
night to ensure the attention is always on the students during this part. 
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School Council/Board Report  

Chairperson’s Report RPPS 2022 

Acknowledgements 

Thank you for attending our Ross Park Primary School Council Annual General Meeting. I acknowledge that we 
are gathered here in Mparntwe country. I offer my respect to their elders’ past, present and emerging. 

I would like to commend the hard work and dedication of the school; its leadership team, its administration and 
importantly its frontline educators.  I further acknowledge the parents, guardians and students at our school as 
part of our inclusive community. 

Why we are here 

Beyond the requirement to hold an AGM as part of the governance requirements, we are all gathered here and at 
every school council meeting in the last year to strive to achieve the vision that Ross Park Primary School will be 
an inclusive, happy and caring community that encourages a love of learning.  We will work together to foster 
responsible, confident children who have a strong social and environmental conscience.  

This report follows a standard format adopted in last year’s report. 

How we proceeded 

The meetings through the last year were conducted in alignment with the legislation and in a respectful, 
consultative manner whilst seeking reciprocity of outcomes.  These attributes being consistent with the school 
values of respect, resilience, responsibility, equity and creativity. 

Similar to previous years, the school council progressed matters through committees that looked at particular 
areas of focus – in 2022 these were the finance committee, traffic management committee and the Rona Glynn 
Preschool group as well as a review of the school survey results.  

Whilst the elected school council provided direction in these matters; the principal, teachers and staff carry out 
the critical actioning of tasks, pedagogy and operations.   

What was achieved and learnings 

We have progressed several projects and aspects in the 2022 year, some of which are listed below.  Minutes of 
our meetings are available for a more detailed breakdown. 

Attendance 

Quorum was achieved in 100% of all meetings.   There were 11 school council meetings through the 2022 year, 
with an average attendance of around 8 meetings a year across the committee.   

The record of this attendance and other administrative support was performed by our very capable secretary 
Laura Heaslip.   

Rona Glynn Preschool 

Enthusiastically supported by Naomi Hunter, the Rona Glynn Preschool group have delivered successful 
programs including arts and crafts, ongoing connection sessions to the primary school and fund raising that have 
strongly supported the preschool and its integrity. 
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Finance Committee  

A finance subcommittee operated during 2022 to support the Finance Officer and Principal. The Financial 
Report is in the papers on tonight’s agenda.  At the date of the statement, there were reasonable grounds to 
believe that Ross Park Primary School Council Incorporated will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall 
due. 

At the last meetings of Council, Principal Penny identified that the school has taken a considerable reduction in 
its budget for 2023. Ross Park is currently looking at $800K less than what was available in the 2022 budget as 
a result of enrolment processes and new award agreements.  The budget has been adjusted to mitigate the 
impacts of this situation and advocacy for support from the department is underway. 

The use of the new accounting system progressed throughout the year. 

2023 Annual School Improvement Plan 

The Annual School Improvement Plan (ASIP) for 2023 as presented to Council was endorsed.  The plan has three 
key areas to focus on – School Wide Positive Behaviour Support / High Quality Teaching and Learning / Data 
Literacy.   Each focus explains how these goals will be managed and achieved. 

The ASIP is ambitious and aspirational, and likely to be a two-year process in strengthening goals.  Our thanks to 
Principal Weily and staff for preparing the plan. 

Traffic Management Committee 

Capably supported by Rebekah Spencer, the group progressed strategic and operational issues.  The securing of a 
grant to install a permanent visual display board outside the school to note traffic speeds nears completion, 
ongoing analysis of previous reports were conducted to improve safety as well as raising awareness of issues 
through the newsletter were achieved. 

School Leadership 

During the 2021 to 2022 period there were different principals leading our school.  We thank Suzie Burgess for 
leading the school in the previous period and now officially welcome Principal Penny Weily to lead the school into 
its best future in 2023.  

Naomi Berriman has also resigned and will not be returning to her Business Managers role in 2023. We thank 
Naomi for her commitment to the role and wish her the very best in her future endeavours. 

Other 

One of the bigger achievements of late is getting the afterschool care program up and running.   

Finally, in my second year of chairing, my sincere thanks to every amazing School Council member for 
volunteering their own time to progress the vision of our school in 2022 in such a united and committed manner.  
Thank you in particular to the administration team and staff representatives. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Robert Jennings 
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School Priority 2022 

Our journey demonstrates our commitment to continued improvement. The Education NT Strategy 2021–2025 
will enable us to continue to become the most improving education system in Australia. 

We monitor progress and evaluate our improvement journery through the use of headline improvement 
measures. 

Headline improvement measures 

 

Identified signature strategies for 2022 school year 

According to the 2022 Annual School Improvement Plan, “To anchor the progress already made in 2020-21 and 
continue to embed the gains in teacher practice, a focus on a culture that supports learning in 2022, through the 
signature strategy Collaborative Review (Ac1), will provide an adjunct to the improvement journey that has been 
travelled, without losing the momentum of continued improvement to collaborative QDTP and assessment 
practices.” As I was not part of the development or refinement of the ASIP for 2022, I could only work with what 
was in place when I arrived mid-year.  Ac1 – “Collaborative Review,” equips schools with the process and 
methods of design so they can be more intentional about facing and solving the priorities identified in their 
current improvement agenda, while building the collective understanding and authorship of a range of school and 
community members to ‘future-proof’ the school against the changes in leadership which can occur in a school at 
this point in their journey.  

Leadership knowledge, skills and dispositions are not to be seen only as the domain of those with titles or 
leadership positions. When leaders build positive cultures of learning, and ones which review specific progress to 
established targets and goals; their impact on improvement is immense. For schools where professional learning 
communities have already been established, the groundwork has been laid for deeper forms of collaboration to 
occur, including collaborative inquiry. This is captured in clear protocols and expectations for partners in the 
collaborative review of progress (including council/board member duty statements and overviews, partnership 
agreements and expectations for PLCs in the school).” I am unsure of the process in choosing this strategy, and 
needed to work in a targeted way to address a small portion of its scope.  

In 2022 the Annual School Improvement Plan (ASIP) focused on the goal, “Teachers will collaborate to design 
differentiated teaching and learning and assessment to increase achievement for all students from P to Year 6 in 
numeracy (Read Write Inc for Years 1 and 2).” This included a focus on growing Quality Differentiated Teaching 
Practice (QDTP) through a Festival of Maths combined PD Day, the introduction of collaborative processes, and 

HIMS will be used as points of 
measure in our Signature Strategy 
work. These are unpacked in the 

following sections. 
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peer observation cycles. These collaborative processes were designed to support teachers to move from 
cooperation to collaboration on the Ross Park Collaboration Continuum. This growth in professional practice was 
also aimed at ensuring individual students needs were met and students could describe their learning, progress 
and next steps.  

Due to the impact of COVID and the changes in leadership, the ASIP was condensed into some focused work 
during Terms 3 and 4. Data was collected from staff around the collaborative processes introduced with 
extremely positive indicators of success. Equally, staff shared their collaborative journey with all educators at the 
end of Term 3, further developing our collective capacity. Student Data was collected in Term 4, 2022 to 
indicate progress against students’ ability to talk about their learning, however the sample size was too small to 
make a judgement on this point of measure. Whilst very positive progress in teacher practice and perception was 
seen in a short period of time, the foundations that have been laid will support further collaborative work moving 
forwards.  
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Staff provided feedback on the development of the framework, the implementation process, and the professional 
learning outcomes experienced. Overall, feedback was very positive and staff were open and honest around areas 
of growth and areas for further improvement. From a leadership perspective the feedback around the positive 
impact of true collaboration and sharing of practice, including the need to listen deeply to colleagues, the value of 
teamwork, the importance of clarity and direction, the importance of an open mind when it comes to personal 
growth and, practical application of strategies, was key. 

Staff rated the co-construction of collaborative 
processes introduced at the start of Term 3. With an 
average rating of 8.61 out of 10.  

 

 

On a 5-point scale staff rated how well the process 
contributed to their understanding of professional 
collaboration. Average 4.17 / 5 

 

 

Staff provided feedback on what part of the process was most helpful. 
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Staff provided qualitative data on ways in which the process strengthened their practice. 
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Staff rated the overall PLT process at the end – 
average of 4.17/5 

Staff placed their team on the 
collaboration continuum – A key 
metric on the 2022 ASIP  

 
 

 

Student results indicated that there was a decrease in the number of students who received a “D” grade in Maths 
from Semester 1 to 2, and an increase in the number of students who received an “A” or a “B” grade across the 
year, in Number and Algerbra. Overall, 83% of students received a grade of “C” or above in Semester 1, and 84% 
in Semester 2. More students received an “A” or “B” grade in Semester 2. This result was consistent in both 
Measurement and Geometry and Statistics and Probability. 
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Using PATM Data the goal was to have 70% of students make 0.4 effect size growth from 2021-2022. Data 
indicates that 50% of students who had comparable data made a years-worth of growth for a years-worth of 
work (0.4 effect size growth). Equally, negative growth was recorded in some of our highest achieving students.  

 

 

In 2023, the school will focus on School Wide Positive Behaviour and Engagement linking academic learning and 
behavioural learning to create engaging and supportive learning environments that meet the needs of all 
students.   
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Student Enrolment, Attendance and Learning 

 

National Assessment Program – Literacy And Numeracy – Reading, 
Writing, Spelling , Grammar And Punctuation, And Numeracy Results 
2022   
 

NAPLAN results are to be published in the School Annual Report by as required by the Australian Education Act 2013, 77(2) (f): 
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NAPLAN Summary 

Over 90% of students achieved at or above National Minimum Standard in strands in both Year 3 and Year 5. 
Equally, students at Ross Park achieved above NT Mean scores in all areas. 

 

READING 

Year level 
Average score 

School 
Average score 

NT 

% of students at or 
above national minimum 

standard 
YEAR 3 419 371 90% 

YEAR 5 496 445 91% 

WRITING  

Year level 
Average score 

School 
Average score 

NT 

% of students at or 
above national minimum 

standard 
YEAR 3 361 357 92% 
YEAR 5 469 413 92% 

SPELLING  

Year level 
Average score 

School 
Average score 

NT 

% of students at or 
above national minimum 

standard 
YEAR 3 397 336 94% 
YEAR 5 492 438 92% 

GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION 

Year level 
Average score 

School 
Average score 

NT 

% of students at or 
above national minimum 

standard 
YEAR 3 410 360 98% 
YEAR 5 474 436 94% 

NUMERACY  

Year level 
Average score 

School 
Average score 

NT 

% of students at or 
above national minimum 

standard 
YEAR 3 382 341 94% 
YEAR 5 467 433 94% 
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School Survey Results 

In 2022, Ross Park had the largest participation of families in the School Survey, ever.  

 

Leadership spent time analysing both the quantitative and qualitative data to find some common themes for 
future planning. Overall: 

Over most parents noted that the school is a positive learning environment, and that teachers care about the 
learning and wellbeing of students. Whilst parents noted improvements in communication, this was still an area 
for further improvement. Improved behaviour management, afterschool care and an end of multiyear classes 
were all key themes.  

 

Staff also noted the need to have school-wide systems in place to support improved behaviour and learning 
outcomes for students. Staff noted a need for increased opportunities for collaboration, continued improvements 
in communication processes, reductions in teacher workload and improved technology in the school. A significant 
change in staff comments notes a positive shift in the school culture, climate and cohesive approach across the 
year.  
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We had 138 responses to the School Survey from students at Ross Park. Overall, comments from students 
focused on: 

• More challenging / fun / interesting work / more use of our imaginations 

• Improved behaviour management / Stop the Bullies / Social wellbeing for students / Fairness 

• More group work / time to talk about learning / less noise / let students help each other  

• Better explanations about the learning / practical examples 

• Learning how to be a learner – concentrate / confidence / focus / read first / time to think / practise /  
etc 

• More sport / extra-curricular activities 

• Arts and crafts and music 

• More friends / people who get me 

• Brain breaks 

• Help me even if I don’t ask 

• Teachers who listen – talk to kids about learning and social issues and understand everyone’s perspective 

• Fresh air 

• Technology 

• No yelling 
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Students also noted the best things about Ross Park School as: 

• Friends 

• Camp 

• Computers 

• Playing / Playground / extra activities and groups / Sports 

• Teachers 

• Social / Caring / Kind / Inclusive / Safe 

• Achieving my best 

• Friendly learning environment 

• Art / HPE 

• Learn different things 

 

Quantitative Data is shared below: 
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There is much to celebrate in our survey results. On a 5-point scale, all responses averaged over 3.1, with an 
overall average of (4) across all domains and stakeholders. There was a strong correlation between staff, families 
and students in both strengths and areas to focus on. (Except for a couple of anomalies). 

Key focus areas for 2023 include: 

Focus areas: 

• Continued staff, students and families having a say in the direction of the school – guided by data and 
research 

• Continued strengthening of a positive school culture 

• Focus on strong positive behaviour and wellbeing 

• Continued focus on consistent, high quality practice and programs that engage, support and challenge all 
learners 

• Processes for collaboration within and across all stakeholder groups, including classrooms / staff and / 
more opportunities for families to be involved in the school 

• Continued focus on communication processes within and across the school community – events, 
improvement agenda, learning and progress etc.  

• Continued opportunities to lead, extend, participate and challenge ourselves in and out of the classrooms 

• Improved technology and data literacy 

• Work smarter not harder  

 

We look forward to an exciting and productive year in 2023, where we will build on 
the strengths already present, challenge ourselves to learn new things, and 

continuously improve the outcomes for all Ross Park students. 
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Audited Financial Statements 
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